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100 words or less Blurb
The ghastly creatures from the dungeon dimensions have broken through into the
Discworld, the entire Disc is in jeopardy. The greatest heroes in Ankh-Morpork are
summoned. Unfortunately all the heroes were out, or otherwise engaged, or in one case
sent a note, signed by his mum, saying that he was very ill, and wouldn’t be attending the
saving of the world today… sorry.
So the fate of every man woman and other on the Disc, rest in the hands of… You lot? …
Oh dear.
50 Words or less Blurb
WANTED: Mercenaries, thugs, and other usually useless types for the purpose of
saving the world. Reasonable remuneration upon success and/or death. Applications to
Unseen University by… er.. lunchtime. Late applications will be ignored as we all scream
in panic as reality tears apart. Please use servants’ entrance
______________________________________________________________________
This is a Game set in Terry Pratchett’s Discworld, using the GURPS system.
The World:
The Discworld is a flat circular world on the back of four elephants that stand on a giant
space turtle. If you have trouble accepting that, perhaps you should leave, now…
anybody? ... last chance… And we’ll continue. There are a few things to remember when
dealing with the Discworld.
Trolls and dwarves exist and mostly hate each others guts, though in AnkhMorpork (biggest city on disc and start of our adventure) this has become a sort of low
level animosity.
Wizards exist but aren’t as powerful as you might think, their magic is unstable,
difficult to use and mistrusted by the populace. They are revered in the “My son’s a
Wizard!” kind of way, and people generally try not to piss them off. Wizards spend most
of their time at Unseen University eating big dinners and trying to avoid students.
Wizards hate Alchemists and Alchemists hate Wizards. Wizards think that
Alchemists are lunatics, playing with chemicals and always two steps away from blowing
themselves up. Alchemists are obsessed with truth and knowledge and perhaps see the
Wizards as holding the place in society that should rightfully be theirs.
The driving force on the Discworld is narrative causality, the power of the story.
i.e. The butler ALWAYS did it, the big scary castle ALWAYS has a vampire/mad
scientist/ werewolf living in it, and NEVER trust a Grand Vizier.

The System:
GURPS is a 3 D6 roll under system. Actions have a difficulty (Your skill or
attribute, STRength for physical activities INTelligence for mental PERception to notice
things etc.) adjusted by modifiers (bashing down normal door? roll under your strength.
Reinforced door? your strength -2). You roll to match or get under the resulting
difficulty.
Modifiers can be plus or minus, GM’s should gauge modifiers loosely. 1=
un/favourable, 2-3= Very Un/favourable, 4-5= Easy/Hard, 6-7= Very Easy/Hard.
Rolling a 3 or 4 is always a success with spectacular results, a 17 or 18 is always a
failure with… undesirably spectacular results.
The only rolls that don’t subscribe to this are damage and each weapon/spell
should list the damage in the 1D6-1 format.
Damage is taken directly off HP, losing half your HP or suffering a head blow
knocks you unconscious (players can resist with HT roll). If your HP reaches 0, you must
make a HT roll every round to stay conscious.
Combat:
Once combat begins, characters act in order of their basic speed (highest goes first). To
attack, roll a skill to see if you hit. Player Characters get a chance to dodge or parry (roll
under the dodge or parry values shown on character sheet).
If you hit, roll the damage for your weapon, take away damage resistance (Natural or
Armor), What’s left is your penetrating damage. Multiply this by 1.5 for cutting damage
and 2 for impaling damage.
The game is intentionally rules light, I’ve written the game with the purpose of being
funny and enjoyable to play. If your players screw up half their rolls because they’re
laughing too hard. You’re doing it right.

GM Plot Overview
[Explanations in brackets for non Pratchett fanatics]
The Demons from the Dungeon Dimensions [Evil Slavering Monsters] Are invading the
Discworld [You seriously have never heard of the Discworld?]. They have broken
through into this reality at the Wyrmberg [Giant Upside down Mountain inhabited by
Dragon Riders]. The Wyrmberg is an area with a High Magic Field [A Cross between a
nuclear fallout zone and Neverland (Clap and Believe and it just might happen!)].
Dragons can exist there because they spring from the imagination of Humans.
The Demons, having no shape of their own, inhabit the bodies of Dragons, specifically
Dragons springing from the imagination of a very special boy called Carod (See Major
NPC List). Our Heroes Mission, whether they choose to accept it or not, is to stop the
Demons, save the day, and stay alive. Though that last one is more of a personal goal
than a core Mission Statement.
Our Adventure begins on the Grounds of Unseen University. Our motley crew of would
be heroes have been assembled by the Archchancellor, head of Unseen University
[Hogwarts but with bigger dinners and less getting done] to deal with this blasted
problem. He’ll be damned if he’s going to let the Patrician [Dictator… but with style]
save the city again. This is a magical problem, it should have a Wizardly solution (with
possibly a few mercenary corollaries).

Brief to give Players
A Breach in the Fabric of Reality has been detected. The Patrician is sending a crack
team to deal with it. But the Archchancellor is sick of being upstaged. This is a Magic
problem, it should be Wizards that solve it. The Wizards summoned the greatest heroes in
Ankh-Morpork. They got you lot, for one reason or another the various city institutions
felt that you were the right people to send on a suicidal mission led by Wizards.
(Followed by a nice round of introductions!)

GM eyes Only
Characters
Ignatius, Basalt and Vinnie are intrinsically male others are optional
Maurice/Marissa Mote - Foreign Reporter for the Times. Calm Demeanour, even in the
face of mortal danger. If confronted by slavering monster, is most likely to ask for its age
and take a quote.
When asked why it was killing people The Tentacled Octopus of Death (4283) Replied
“Squishleishleslop Rarrrrrgh!”
Keith/Kiera Ludd (aka Klepto Keith/Kiera)- Fresh faced youth. Honest smiling face.
Shifty devious hands. Saunters through life not wanting any trouble, while all around
them things disappear. Whenever Keith/Kiera tries to steal something, roll a D6, on a 6,
he/she is caught.
“Yes, those are your Jewels in my pocket but I’m sure there’s a perfectly
REASONABLE explanation”
Ignatius Pyre – Scrawny Young Student Wizard with a gleam in his eyes, eyes that are
topped with gently singed eyebrows. Ignatius believes that there is no problem in life that
can’t be solved by the careful application of fiery destruction.
“Eat Hot Fiery Death Aphids!!!!!”
Glod Glodson (Gender optional, ALL dwarves have beards) – A foul tempered Dwarf
Mercenary with a serious height issue. He will do all he can to find insult in any phrase.
His career has been somewhat dampened since he touched a cursed Fire Ruby. His house
burned down for a start. Now everyone thinks he’s cursed and no one will hire him. He is
a desperate dwarf. (If there is any fire near Glod, roll a D6, on a 5 or 6, it is pulled
towards him, fireballs change course, torches flare)
“A Mission brief? As in brief, from the Latatian Brevis… meaning SHORT?!?! Oh
Yeah… just cause I’m a dwarf I get a Mission BRIEF!!!!”
Lance Corporal Basalt – A Troll watchman with a single mindcell dedication to duty.
Has a high arrest rate, mostly from telling people that they did it until they agree.
Recently demoted for demolishing the east wall of the Watch House with Sergeant
Detritus’ crossbow(He said he was only looking)[Sergeant Detritus’ crossbow was
converted from an old siege crossbow].
“It wos U what dun it wasn’t it? We know it wos U, lots of people says it was U, so it
must be U wot dun it… right?”
Vinnie Viniculum – Ejected from the Alchemists Guild, through the roof, for the fourth
time this month. The guild decided that a nice long assignment FAR away from them
would be a good idea. Feverish interest in chemistry, longs to understand world. Hates
Wizards.
*Boom!!!!* - “Wow!!! Incredible!!! …. Ok once I can see again we’ll give that another
try, I’m almost SURE I know what went wrong”

GM eyes Only
Major NPC’s
Carod, small boy, the problem – Carod is like any other eight year old boy, or at least,
he was. He played with his toys and his imaginary friends, he was full of life and
happiness. Until the day his family died. His mother, father, aunts and uncles were all in
the train of caravans, moving across the land. They never saw the bandits in the darkness,
and neither did Carod. His mother hid him away in a clothes basket at the first sign of
trouble. But he heard, he heard the screams. His mind screamed out for help… and his
plea was answered. When Carod awoke, it was in a wasteland, the caravans burned, the
bandits turned to ash, and five dragons curled up protectively around him. The flames in
the night had attracted attention, and not long after he woke a number of Dragon riders
from the Wyrmberg arrived.
The Dragon riders were eager for Carod to use his talent, and had him conjure
enough dragons to fly a hundred men. It wasn’t till they were outnumbered that they
realised what a bad idea that had been. The takeover was swift. The new dragon leader is
big and black, like a hole cut in the universe, he speaks through the boy and he longs to
conquer the entire disc.
Carod does not want to conquer the disc, but he knows the dragons saved him and
they scare him so he does as they say. They alternate between bullying him and cajoling
him. All save one … Amicus. Amicus was the first dragon that appeared to aid him and
has never left his side since. Amicus is not like the other dragons Carod conjures, Amicus
cares only for Carods safety, he tries to stand up to the other dragons but of course is
outnumbered. Carod and Amicus are little more than prisoners, tools of the demon
dragons.

GM eyes Only
Minor NPC’s
Munstrum Ridcully, Archchancellor UU - No Nonsense Country Reared Man. Thinks
he could run the University better if it wasn’t for all these Blasted Students. Tends to
shout at people until they go away. Never listens to anything unless it’s explained to him
for at least ten minutes, since if they give up before then it couldn’t have been important.
A sharp and cunning mind is hidden behind all the shouting and blustering and hunting.
Ponder Stibbons - Head of Inadvisably Applied Magic, Runs High Energy Magic
Building - Ponder is very young for a Wizard, has a round chubby face and Harry Potter
glasses. Ponder is a scientiavore, he lives on discovery and experiment. Longs to
understand the Universe. In our Tale Ponder will be providing our adventurers with a few
handy tools to help them on their way.
P’Vot – Dragon Rider, was next in line for the Throne
P’Vot is a great warrior but also has a cunning mind, it was he who persuaded the other
Dragon Riders not to fight the Demon dragons, seeing it for the futile fight it was. He
stands tall broad and muscled, with tanned skin and flowing dark hair. He is biding his
time, and when he sees a weakness, he’ll take back his mountain.
Mr Mew – Instant Distraction kit, cuddly ball of fluff
This cat is so cute that if it entered a cuteness contest, even the other contestants would
vote for it to win. After walking into the middle of a glamour experiment Ponder was
conducting (Purely for academic purposes you understand) it emerged as the cutest kitten
that ever lived.
Anybody looking at the kitten must make a successful IQ roll or spend a full round
staring at the kitten going “Awwwwwww!!!” “who’s a pretty kitty.. you’re a pretty kitty..
yes oo are.. yes oo are” and other such nonsense. They can do things FOR the kitten
during this.. such as feed it clean up after it play with it etc. but they can’t do anything
else. They get a bonus to their roll if they are being attacked or threatened or smacked
over the back of the head and told to stop playing with the flippin kitten.
Mr Mew is the central working component of Ponders instant distraction kit.

Player Handout
Maurice/Marissa Mote

As a child you amazed your teachers with your ability to pick up new languages,
even those of other species. Now as an adult your love of languages brought you to
Ankh-Morpork, where more languages exist in one place than anywhere else on the
Disc. You long to visit the far off lands that these languages hail from, to see the world
and travel until you’ve heard every tongue that man can hear. You worked as a
freelance translator at first, but when the Times advertised for a Foreign
Correspondent, you knew you’d found your calling.
The Chief Editor William De Worde was unsure about hiring you as you had no
real experience with writing. But as he wanted to start running editions of the Times in
Uberwaldian and Dwarvish, he thought you might come in useful. Now you have to
prove yourself, to show him that you can be the Disc roving reporter that he needs.
****************
You arrive at the Times office to hear someone screaming “STOP THE
PRESS!!” and this time it’s not because it’s about to blow up. Big news is brewing,
troubles going down, and when the midden hits the windmill, it’s going to be more than
a rumpus, it’s going to be a massacre.
Reports are coming into the office of the Ankh Morpork Times from all over the
city, but mostly from the direction of Unseen University. There’s been a breach in the
fabric of reality and even people who don’t know what that means know it can’t be
good. The Archchancellor is putting together a crack(pot) team to go and fix the tear.
He’s going to provide them with a giant darning needle perhaps?
Regardless of the apparent futility of the endeavour, you’re going to be on it.
Mr. De Worde got you a spot on the team, apparently because of your skill with
languages. You’re to aid the team in their mission, of course. But your primary objective
is to get copy. If the world is saved, the Times will be the first to break the story. And if
it isn’t, well, then the last issue’s going to have one hell of an obituary section.
Character quirks:
Corrects peoples grammar.
Has a tendency to carry a red fountain pen and use it to edit anything written that’s
given to him/her.
Has a reporters lack of fear, is most likely to ask his/her assailants age and get a quote
(a notebook is a powerful tool)
Goals:
Get Copy… the more sensational the better. You need a killer story, an exclusive
interview. Something sensational. Of course you’ll help your fellow adventurers
whenever you can, but your number one priority is getting a good story.

Player Handout
Keith/Kiera Ludd (aka Klepto Keith/Kiera)
Left on the doorstep of the Thieves Guild as a baby, you grew up a foundling,
with stealing all around you. You know nothing of your parents, the thieves became your
family. You grew up in the guilds cloistered halls, attended the lessons and came out top
of your class. And when it came time to graduate to a full time thief, you were good, too
good unfortunately.
Apparently trying to steal everything that isn’t nailed down, and then returning
with a crowbar for everything that is nailed down, just isn’t fashionable anymore. You
were constantly over quota, and you were beginning to make the thieves guild look like
criminals. You’ve been suspended, only problem is, you can’t stop.
You keep stealing things, you can’t help yourself, sometimes you don’t even
know your doing it. And pretty soon you’re gonna get caught. And you know what that
means, the thieves guild will detain you for polite questioning and the nailing of your ears
to your knees. Luckily for you, the Wizards sent word that they were looking for a thief,
and thieving is your first name.

Character quirks:
klepto- this character can not pass ANYTHING remotely shiny or valuable looking
without trying to steal it, if he/she needs to they can try and resist by making a Will roll.
Goals:
Get through this alive, try to control yourself. If you can shine on this mission, maybe the
Thieves Guild will take you back, or even better, Vetinari might have a position for you.
Just try not to get too distra… Oh! Shiny!

Player Handout
Ignatius Pyre

Rumours are rife in the university, well rumours are always rife in UU, but
these ones are more rife than usual. A breach in the Fabric of Reality has been detected.
Now the senior wizards are running about like headless chickens, talking about tentacles
and eyeballs and mandibles… Oh My! The Archchancellor is determined that something
be done about it.
So here’s this space on this party of people going to sort things out, and who do the
wizards chose to send…. That’s right, you … Perhaps it was a bad idea practising fire
balls so near the Archchancellors favourite hunting grounds.
So you have to go with this group, find the disturbance in reality, and destroy it.
That simple aye? Well at least when you get clear of the city you might be able to let loose
with some SERIOUS Fire magic. The Wizards have mapped out the disturbance
and it centres on a weird looking mountain, across which is written ‘Hyre B Dragonnes’
unfortunately it also says that on no less than four of the areas between here and there, so
this could get iffy.
But you’re not alone… you have the support of your friends in The High
Energy Magic Building. So before you do anything, you should pop down and see
Ponder (Or P as the people have been calling him lately) and see if he can’t cook up
something to help you out, bring your new friends,, they might learn something, and it’s
always good to have your comrades in awe of you
Important things that you know:
Dungeon Dimension Demons eat Magic. Normal spells just make them stronger.
NEVER use spells in a High Magic Area.
When transported by magic, be prepared to hit the ground running
Character quirks:
Loves Fire spells, especially destructive ones.
Loves Destruction, especially the firey kind.
Goals:
To seal the breach and save Disckind… of course… and to uphold the good name of Unseen
University…. Naturally….
…. Of course, if all this can be achieved with the maximum possible application of explosions,
fireballs and general destruction…. All the Better!!!

Player Handout
Glod Glodson
You have a reputation as one of the fiercest Mercenaries that AnhkMorpork has ever seen. Admittedly this is mostly to do with your foul temper
and your tendency to twist anything that’s said about you as an insult about
your height, before promptly head-butting someone in the groin.
But things have not been well lately, it all started with that ancient
temple raid that went wrong, I mean how where you supposed to know it
was a cursed ruby? It looked just like any other ruby. I mean Yes… Ok… the
guys you killed to get it were called the Ancient Priests of the Cursed Fire
Ruby, but you thought that was just advertising.
Now you can’t seem to get a job, no one wants to work with you. Every
time you sit down in the pub people shuffle their chairs away from you. You
tell people it’s all in their heads. Ok… Yes... your house burnt down, but that
could happen to anyone, and you’re sure that all the torches on the streets
flaring when you go near them is pure coincidence… right?
But whatever the circumstances, you need work, and fast. Word
comes down from the University that they’re looking for Mercenaries. Of
course no mercenary is going to work for Wizards, I mean they’re mental.
You’d have to be totally desperate, with no where to go, and nothing to fall
back on…
… That’ll be the servants entrance then, and try not to piss people off too
badly, you really need this job.

Character Quirks:
Incredibly sensitive about his height, will try to twist anything said to him into an insult.
Jumps a little at unexpected fire, very nervous around flames.

Goals:
Do the Job, Get Paid. And don’t take any crap from these long legs, if they think that just
‘cause you’re a dwarf that you’ll let them push you around, they’ve got another thing
coming. I mean you’ve got half a mind to give them a good kicking right now and shove
your axe up their… *sheepish look* *cough*
Do the Job, get paid… right.

Player Handout
Lance Corporal Basalt
U came down frum de mountins to da big city too make yur fortuan. U
found a job wiv de City Watch. All U has too do is do what U is told. Dis sutes
U well.

U wos Corprol Basalt. U is now Lance Corprol Basalt. It has bean ––
explaned to U dat dis is a bad ting. It is called a D-mosion. Dis is
because U aksidently destroyed the entire east wall of de watch
house wile… inspecting… Sergeant Detritus’ Crossbow.

Now U’s got to go to the Looniversity to do a Job fur de Looneys. But
Mister Vimes says not to call them looneys wile dey is in earshot. Mister
Vimes says dat U is to do as orderd and not too kill anybody… At leest not
on purr-puss.

De udder people U has to work with are strange but it is a Looniversity
after all, and one of dem is a dwarf, but of corse U is a member of a
‘multycultural puleasing forse’ and dis does not bother U.

Character Quirks:
Single Mindcell Approach to Policing “It wos U what dun it wasn’t it? We know it wos
U, lots of people says it was U, so it must be U wot dun it… right?”
Gets highly intelligent in cold environments

Goals:
Do wat U is told (as literally and single-mindedly as possible) and do not get your
goohuloog head kicked in.

Player Handout
Vinnie Viniculum
Ok, so you blew up the Alchemist Guild, every Alchemist does that eventually.
Though yes, you do hold the record. And you have done it four times this month, but did
they really have to send you on an assignment for the bloody Wizards!? Bunch of
pompous know it alls with their showy magic. How does all their flashy lights ever HELP
anyone, or reveal any truth. Not like Alchemy… Alchemy seeks to find the hidden truths
all around us, to discover not just WHAT goes boom… but WHY!
Now you have to suffer through being ordered around by bloody Wizards! Well
you’ll show them, you’ll show them that it will be knowledge and truth that saves the
day, not flashy lights.
You’ve (very carefully) packed a bag of chemicals and metals. You have enough
explosive power in your little bag to take out a small building. Of course, it’s all intended
for constructive purposes, explosions are to be avoided at all costs. Your eyebrows still
haven’t quite grown back from the last one.

Character Quirks:
Hates explosions, they make him twitch and grab his bag
Self conscious about his eyebrows, just growing back

Goals:
Show up that bloody Wizard at every opportunity, show that science and knowledge are
the way forward.
Uphold the goo….. Uphold the name of the Alchemists Guild.

Scenes
Scene I:
After the usual introductions and explanations, give the players the brief and then
introduce the Archchancellor. The Archchancellor will give them a quick run down of
what they know. Breach in fabric of reality, ghastly creatures, somewhere near here on
the map, go and jolly well do something about it. Since the rest are being paid or here
under sufferance or orders, Ignatius (student Wizard) is the nominal Leader (Now that’s
going to be fun to watch). Archchancellor is brusque, not giving them much before
storming off to shout at people, but he does tell them to see Ponder Stibbons in the High
energy Magic Building about transportation.
Scene II:
The High Energy Magic building, looks like a cross between a Mad Scientists
laboratory and a students bedroom. There is strange looking equipment everywhere, but
also empty pizza boxes. The Party arrive to find Ponder Stibbons [Description in Minor
NPC list] standing behind a thick wall of glass. He is standing still, staring glassily
forward. Any attempts to get his attention through the glass get no reaction. He then
explodes
…….. wet meaty chunks splatter against the glass.
Wait a second or two…
… And Ponder shouts from behind them, “Oh no!!!… I really thought we had it that
time… Adrian! Go down to the Butchers and get another pig!”
“OH… hello Ignatius, sorry about that. What can I do for You?”
If Asked Ponder explains they are experimenting with a tricky transformation spell
(Hence fake exploding Ponder). “I think we’ve almost got it right”
Ponder provides them with a couple of Gadgets that he’s been coming up with, to with:





Pocket watch, but the imp inside [Many Discworld watches contain a magic imp
that pedals to make the hands move] also has a small circular saw, can cut through
most things given enough time
Invisibubble, a small faintly fluorescent ball, a button on the side will expand the
bubble to the size of 30ft, whereupon anything alive inside the bubble is invisible
to anything outside the bubble. Lasts about ten minutes, moves with the person
who activated it, doesn’t stop people from walking into the bubble and being able
to see people.
Instant Distraction Kit – A one foot square box with a timer that appears to be
linked to a release mechanism. A Tag attached says to set it near sentient beings,
set the timer, and be somewhere else when it goes off. If shaken, something inside
the box mews… softly

Scene II Cont:
Ponder leaves the gadgets on a table, they go to whoever grabs them
And Finally:
“And finally… now this we’re very proud of, we were trying to come up with a way of
combating the Dungeon Dimension Demons. Normal magic won’t work of course, but
we figured if we could get the magical resonance to fluctuate enough it would cause
the… well in short, we came up with this…”
Ponder reveals a stand holding a twisted looking wand… the wand glows eerily.
“Point this wand and say “Ego Operor Ingoro” and… well. Something will happen,
eehhh, it’s kind of unpredictable, and it only has 20 uses, but we’re ALMOST sure it will
affect the demons, and it comes with the bonus that anyone can use it! … Though of
course I wouldn’t suggest a non wizard using it except in the most DIRE of
emergencies.” (Please see the Random wand rules)
“Now… Yes” *Confused look* “TRANSPORT!... Yes of course… we have it all set up.
Hex has just finished the calculations. Sorry for the delay, we’re very short handed at the
moment.”
Ponder leads the Party to another room where a circle of symbols surround a central area.
“Hex [The Universities Calculating Engine] has done all the calculations, unfortunately
there’s some interference in the area concerned, but we should be able to put you within a
days travel of the disturbance.”
Ponder assembles them within the circle, reassures them of safety if necessary and
Throws the switch!!!
Whereupon, for all intents and purposes, and strictly from the party’s point of
view………
… Everything explodes.
Scene III:
Everything implodes, which is a very unusual feeling. With a bright flash of light
and a loud BANG, the party arrive… Travelling at about 20mph. All members of the
party must make Dex checks to land running (at a +5 bonus if they were prepared for
this) Those that fail Dex checks have humorous landings, slamming into trees, rolling
into bushes etc. the exception being the troll who will make a small furrow in the ground
and wonder what all the fuss is about.
Whomsoever lands running finds themselves running through trees and
undergrowth, and before they can stop, bursting into a clearing, knocking someone over
and coming to a halt… Surrounded by men with weapons.
The running parties emerge in a small clearing, there is a small group (3 Men 4
Women and 3 Children) huddled around a cart, they are holding mostly makeshift
weapons and looking very scared. Around the edge of the clearing are 8 men with much
nicer weapons (See clearing map). They have quite obviously come across a spot of

banditry. The players that did not land running may go looking for their lost comrades if
they wish. I recommend taking the clearing players aside to talk to them, so much more
fun when they don’t know if the cavalry is coming :o) (should no player land running,
have one of them roll humouressly into the clearing and land in a heap).
See Bandit encounter Map and Stats Sheet
The chief Bandit is the only one not brandishing a weapon. He’s cocky, he wants
his prize. He will back down if he’s significantly outnumbered, but with the possible
exception of the troll, he thinks his guys can take the party.
If Ignatius successfully uses Magic (especially a fireball) then the Bandits may
back down.
The Bandits do as they are told by their leader, if a fight breaks out they will
quickly and efficiently try to eliminate what they perceive as the greatest threat. If told to
back down, they will.
The family are scared, everything they own is on the cart, and the women are
scared of what will happen to them.
The party may try to reason with the Bandits, the Leader will be reluctant to talk,
except to posture and swagger.

If they save the family, the family tells them of the terrible happenings, evil dragons
everywhere, terrible times, they are fleeing, they give them directions to the Wyrmberg
If they side with the Bandits (it could happen) the Bandits tell them that they can’t ask
them to join them, because times are tight what with those dammed dragons scaring
everyone off, from the Wyrmberg, yeah Wyrmberg, take the main road that way, it’s
about half a days travel, can’t miss it.
If they kill everyone (Don’t laugh, it could be you), whichever road they take leads to the
Wyrmberg.

Scene IV:
Our band of hapless heroes turn a corner or come out of the tree line, to see the
wonder of the Wyrmberg set out before them. The upside down mountain soars above
them, they can see vegetation all along the edge of the raised plateau. A waterfall
descends from the nearest edge, dissolving into a mist before it reaches the ground.
(It should be noted that the players are now most definitely in a high magic area. If
Ignatius tries any spell other than the wand, roll a D6. On 1-2 the spell succeeds
spectacularly, fire balls take out whole villages etc. 3-4 it goes wrong, humorously, the
fire ball turns into a cooked chicken or something. 5-6 The spell backfires horribly,
injuring the party or innocents, or just hampering them in some way)
Off to their right, there is a small group of Dragon riders, standing near their
dragons, deep in conversation, it doesn’t look like a happy one. There’s a definite air of
disgruntledness.
Off to the players left there’s a large group (about 20) of harassed looking
peasants, herding cows toward the Wyrmberg. They are babbling loudly in a foreign
language that only Mote recognises.
And right in front of them is the Wyrmberg itself, at its base is a large platform, it
seems to be suspended by thick heavy ropes which extend up to a large cave in the side of
the mountain.

Option 1: The Dragon riders
The Dragon Riders are unhappy about the Demon Dragons rule, it is possible that
with enough skill and finesse that the players could turn them to their cause (can you say
Dragon Battle?). It is just as possible that the players will just run screaming at them and
a massacre will ensue (A Massacre of players, a massacre of Dragons, who can tell). The
Dragon rider to the front is called P’Vot, all the others seem to be paying attention to
him. He’s your standard tall broad muscled dark haired warrior, but there’s a glint of
intelligence to his gaze.
P’Vot is not stupid, he is unlikely to be persuaded into an all out assault, but he
may sneak the party into the Wyrmberg if he thinks they have a chance at defeating the
demons.
If P’Vot does help the party, he will reveal the existence of Carod, the source of
the Demon Dragons. He will Sneak them inside the Wyrmberg on their dragons, and
leave them in the Handy Corridor™.
Option 2: The Peasants
The peasants speak a language only Mote understands. They were driving cattle
across the plain and have been forced here by the dragon riders. They are angry and upset
and will be all too willing to aid the party in causing trouble. Possible uses include:




Stampeding the cattle as a distraction
Attempting to get into the Wyrmberg with the Cattle herders
Using the invisibubble to hide in the herd as they’re taken into the
Wyrmberg

Option 3: The Lift
The Platform is 400 by 200 Feet, made of thick planks, rails on three sides, open
to a fourth, stout thick ropes rise from the corners up to a gaping cavern mouth above. A
signal rope hangs at one of the corners, the operator gives this a couple of tugs to signal
the rising of the platform, if the Players watch the platform in operation they will see this.
There are two guards and the operator on the platform at all times. The platform takes
about 10 minutes each way on the trip. The platform empties into a large cavern with
holding pens and equipment and carts. Very jumbled, very messy. The party must
somehow navigate to the other end of the Cavern and reach the Handy Corridor™.

Scene V:
Our Adventurers will end up in either the holding cavern, The Handy Corridor™
or a jail cell. The Holding cavern will lead to the handy corridor, which leads onto the
next scene, so unless they get locked up this scene is quiet short.
Jail Cell: If our Merry band is captured, they will be tied up in a Jail cell, stone
walls, thick wooden door with a small barred window in it, the barred window looks out
onto a corridor lit by flaming torches. They are all bundled in one corner, their wrists tied
together (chained together in the case of the troll). Any obvious weapon is taken off them
(and stored outside cell), their packs and bags are chucked in the opposite corner. They
will have to figure out some way of getting untied and getting through the door. There is
one Guard outside, but he is dozing off. He will of course be woken by any smashing
(such as the troll trying to beat the door down). The alchemist bag is in the corner with
the other bags, but the wand is in the corridor with the other weapons. The obvious
solution is to use the alchemy bag to dissolve the hinges or blow up the door, but I’m sure
the players will come up with something nobody could have thought of.
Do remember we’re still in a high magic zone so using spells is inadvisable,
though I doubt that will stop some.
If the thief can get free they do have some lockpicks on them, but the door lock is
big and clunky and will be a -5 Difficulty.
The Troll cannot break his metal shackles alone, they will need to be picked or
broken somehow. Or opened with the key the dozing guard has.
Once they have escaped they will arrive in the Handy Corridor™!

Scene VI:
The Handy Corridor™! Standard stone corridor, dug through the rock of the
mountain. Flaming Torches line the corridor and will be present all throughout the
Wyrmberg from now on (Oh dear… poor Glod). If the party has not raised any alarms
then they should be able to navigate to the end of the corridor without incident (*Cough*
chancewouldbeafinething*Cough*), if they’ve fought their way in, blown anything up, or otherwise
caused a fuss, roll 2 d6, that’s how many Dragon Riders come down the corridor to face
them, the corridor is only about 4 people wide though.
Upon reaching the end of the Handy Corridor™, the party see it opens into a large
room. Huge bowls of flaming oil light a cavern, it was obviously a throne room, but
where a throne should stand is a large pile of golden treasure, glinting sparkly shiny
golden treasure (Oh dear… poor Keith/Kiera). On top of the treasure is a dragon so big it
fills half the room. Long sleek and evil, its skin is so black it looks like a hole cut into the
universe. The only colour on it are its malevolent glowing red eyes. The dragon seems to
be paying close attention to a small boy at the other end of the room (the Handy
Corridor™ opens up halfway between the two). The boy is small blonde and innocent
looking, and is hiding behind another dragon. Much smaller than the first, only about 4
times bigger than the troll, this dragon is pearl white with soft green eyes, and seems be
defending the boy. The party watches as the boy seems to be talking to himself.
Carod: “But … I don’t want to make anymore dragons… don’t you have enough?”
Carod: “But that’s what you always say… just a few more… and now there’s so many...
and they’re all in my head... and it hurts”
Carod: “No!!!!”
*Carod throws himself against the white dragon and grips tight*
Carod “No!.. Don’t hurt Amicus!! I’ll do what you say… I promise… I’ll make more
dragons… please!!!”
*Carod collapses sobbing against Amicus’ side, the white dragon arches his head round
to gently nuzzle the distraught boy*
At this point, it’s time for the party to do something. What they’ll end up doing, I can’t
even begin to fathom, but I’ll outline some likely outcomes:

The Final Battle
Here’s how it all might end:
 They kill the Head Demon Dragon, it will be hard, the wand is the only thing
that will do it quick enough as it ignores his armoured scales, anything longer
than five rounds will likely draw other Demon dragons to his aide. Killing the
Head Demon dragon does not kill the other ones. It does however throw them
into disarray… sort of like a headless chicken. This should give them time to
form an escape plan, or a plan of some other sort. If they’re foolish enough to
stick around, the demon dragons will regroup and attack.
 They get Carod out of the Wyrmberg, Carod is the source of the dragons, if
they get him out of the High Magic Area, then all the Dragons he has created
will disappear, unfortunately this also includes Amicus… cue tearful farewell
 They Persuade Carod to kill all the Dragons. Carod dreamed the Dragons into
existence, he can end them with a thought... but he’s afraid… so very afraid.
The dragons saved him... and if he ends them... he ends Amicus… the only
friend he has left. He will take a lot of persuading and the effort of doing it
will have him screaming in pain and ending in unconsciousness.
 They Kill Carod – Killing Carod kills all the Dragons, they die in suitably
impressive thrashing reality bending Peter Jackson type special effects. This
option does however leave the party with the blood of a sweet innocent child
on their hands.
 They Die (Or somehow never get to the end). Hey, it happens sometimes, the
hero doesn’t always win. Vetinari however is more reliable. The crack
assassin he hired got into the Wyrmberg and managed to kill Carod. He had to
work quickly and almost missed his shot… so unfortunately Carod died a
slow painful death, crying for his dead mother. And the Assassin was caught
and torn limb from limb by the dragons before they faded to non existence.
But the Disc is safe and the Turtle moves.
And when they got home, they all lived, or didn’t as the case maybe:






End Demon Dragons without killing Carod:- They all receive High Honours,
promotion etc. Carod is brought back to the city and placed with a nice family
where Vetinari can keep an eye on him. The Times edition that runs the story
of the parties endeavours actually ends up selling more copies than there are
people in the city. Mote has an exclusive interview with Carod, Ignatius gets a
pyromagical research grant, Kieth/Keira gets a special position with Vetinari,
Glod gets a big payoff, a new house and a pair of fireproof longjohns, Basalt
gets a promotion, Vinnie gets his own brand new lab with three rebuilds a
year thrown in.
End Demon Dragons but kill Carod:- Unfortunately Honours are kind of
muted when they’re at the expense of the life of a child. They all get paid,
and go back to their lives. They get by, but they don’t like talking about what
happened, and pretty soon Ankh Morpork forgets that it owes the world to six
people who made the difficult decision.
They Make it back without stopping the Dragons:- The only possible saving
grace is that most people will never know just how monumentally they failed.
A piece outlining the “Wailing at Wyrmberg” is buried on page 27 of the
times. And they all lived miserably ever after.

Bandit Map

NPC Stats Sheet
Bandits
ST: 13 DX: 11 IQ: 9 HT: 11
HP: 13 WL: 9 Per: 9 FP: 11
Basic Speed 5.5 ¦ Basic Move: 5 ¦ Thrust: 1D ¦ Swing: 2D-1
Disadvantages: Bully, Impulsiveness, Overconfidence
Skills: Shortsword-14 , Knife-14 , Stealth-13 Brawling -15 (Two have Crossbow -14)
Equipment: Sharp Shortsword, large knife, heavy leather armor DR 2 (Two have Crossbows)
Bandit Chief
ST: 12 DX: 12 IQ: 13 HT: 12
HP: 14 WL: 13 Per: 13 FP: 12
Basic Speed: 6 ¦ Basic Move: 6 ¦ Thrust: 1D-1 ¦ Swing: 1D+1
Advantages: Toughness, High Pain Threshold, Alertness +2
Disadvantages: Overconfidence
Skills: Shortsword-14 , Knife-16, Stealth-15, Brawling -15
Equipment: large knife, cloth armor DR 1
Dragon Rider
ST: 13 DX: 13 IQ: 10 HT: 13
HP: 13 WL: 10 Per: 10 FP: 13
Basic Speed: 6.5 ¦ Basic Move: 6 ¦ Thrust: 1D ¦ Swing: 2D-1
Advantages: Toughness, High Pain Threshold, Alertness +2
Disadvantages: Overconfidence
Skills: Shortsword-16, Knife-14, Brawling -15, Dragon Riding - 15
Equipment: Shortsword, Large knife, Leather Armor (chest – DR 2)
P’vot, Lead Dragon Rider
ST: 14 DX: 13 IQ: 13 HT: 13
HP: 14 WL: 13 Per: 13 FP: 13
Basic Speed: 6.5 ¦ Basic Move: 6 ¦ Thrust: 1D ¦ Swing: 2D
Advantages: Toughness, High Pain Threshold, Alertness +2
Disadvantages: Overconfidence
Skills: Knife-16, Brawling -16, Dragon Riding - 16
Equipment: large knife, Leather Armor (chest – DR 2)
Demon Dragon
ST: 18 DX: 13 IQ: 6 HT: 10
HP: 18 WL:10 Per: 13 FP: 13
Basic Speed: 4.5 ¦ Basic Move: 4 ¦ Thrust: 1D+2 ¦ Swing: 3D
Disadvantages: Overconfidence
Skills: Breath Fire-14, Melee (Talons) -12, Melee (Tail) - 10
Equipment: Armored Scales DR 4 (No DR to attacks from wand)
Head Demon Dragon
ST: 25 DX: 15 IQ: 16 HT: 13
HP: 25 WL:16 Per: 18 FP: 13
Basic Speed: 7 ¦ Basic Move: 7 ¦ Thrust: 2D+2 ¦ Swing: 5D-1
Disadvantages: Overconfidence
Skills: Breath Fire-16
, Melee (Talons) -16, Melee (Tail) - 16
Equipment: Armored Scales DR 5 (No DR to attacks from wand)

Damage
Once you’ve made a successful skill
roll to hit, roll the damage shown
below. Take away any Damage
Resistance and then apply any
multipliers (outlined below).
Weapon Damage Table
Short Sword sw Cut / thr Imp
Knife
sw-3 Cut / thr-1 Imp
Large Knife sw-2 Cut / thr Imp
Crossbow
thr + 4 Imp
Pistol Crossbow
thr + 4 Imp
Glod’s Axe
sw + 4 Cut
Throwing Axe
sw + 2 Cut
Basalt’s Sword sw+1 Cut / thr+2 Imp
Punch
thr-1 Cr
Kick
thr + 1 Cr
Dragon Tail
sw + 2 Cr
Dragon Talon
thr + 1 Imp
Cr – Crushing damage, whatever gets
through gets through
Cut – Cutting Damage, whatever gets
through, multiply by 1.5
Imp – Impaling damage, whatever
gets through, multiply by 2

Wyrmberg

Wand Random Use Table
3-4

Spell of utter negativity:
Player: I point the wand at the troll!
GM: Ok, everyone’s looking at you wondering why you’re
pointing the wand at thin air
Player: No… I’m pointing it at the Troll!
GM: What Troll?

5-6

Turns to frog

7

Thinks Turned into Frog
Player: I point the wand at the troll!
GM: Ok, Troll stops in his tracks, falls to all fours.. looks
VERY confused and says…. Ribbit
Player: Cool!

8

10 Min Time Warp

Transports the players Approx 10 mins back in game time
(or whatever figure works) but with all their memories
intact.

9-10

Fire Ball

A fiery ball shoots from the wand doing D6 + 6 Damage

Player: I point the wand at the troll!
GM: Ok, there is an implosion of air and where the Troll
was there is a small confused looking frog
Player: Cool!

11-12 Lightning

Lightning shoots from the wand doing D6 + 6 Damage

13-14 Fog

A Dense Fog appears surrounding the player for 2D6*10ft
in all directions…. including up

15-16 Increase ST by 5

Increase the targets ST by 5, with appropriate cosmetic
effects (Target suddenly grows extra muscles)

17

Clone twice

Player: I point the wand at the troll!
GM: There are now Three Identical Trolls looking
confused and angry
Player: Oops?

18

Backfire

Pick a suitably Humorous Wand effect or a new effect entirely and
apply it to the person holding the wand. The Effect is Temporary
and should wear off in about five minutes of real time. (Don’t tell
the poor player this of course :oD)

Emergency Override: The emergency override operates thusly – The wand does whatever
the GM wants it to. Need to get the party to the Wyrmberg fast? Next time they use the
wand they’re transported into the middle of the Dragon Cavern. Party cutting through the
enemies too easily? Wand makes ten more. Should only be used in extreme
circumstances or at times when it would be very very funny.

1d-2

1d-1

(Hide things upon person)
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